
LGBT+ Liberal Democrats (“Plus”)
AGM 2020 Minutes

Saturday 21st November 2020
Meeting held virtually on Zoom

10:00 - 11:00

2020 Executive Committee:

Chair Gareth Lewis Shelton (GS) Secretary Andy Hinton (AH)
Vice Chair Stephen Lambert (SL) Treasurer Alan Collins Rosell (ACR)
Membership Secretary Jasmine Josephine Sakura-Rose (JSR)
Ordinary Members Natasha Chapman, Em Dean, Fraser Graham, Charley Hasted,

George Rice, Jennie Rigg, Lucy Tonge

Agenda Items:

1. Welcome and Apologies
The Chair welcomed members to the meeting, and asked AH to chair the business of the AGM.
Bernard Greaves (Honorary Patron of Plus) had sent his apologies, owing to ill health. Charley
Hasted had sent their apologies, citing being on the night shift this weekend and the need to sleep!

2. Minutes of 2019 AGM
These were approved nem. con.

3. Reports
a. Chair (GS)

GS began by offering his thanks to members of the 2020 exec for their work so far, and to Jennie
Rigg, Ed Fordham and Jen Yockney as former chairs of the organisation who had given him support
and advice. In the 112 days since the new exec took over, GS felt that much had been achieved to
reach out to other parts of the party and build relationships.

Since taking over, the new exec had run events more or less every other week, and GS was grateful
for the input of many members of the party with extensive experience as LGBT+ activists, and the
cooperation of other party bodies who had co-hosted some of these events.

GS announced the exec’s intention to form three working groups on Policy, Campaigns and
Communications, which he hoped members might be interested in contributing to.

GS reported that the exec had met with the Commons parliamentary party early in its term to
establish a working relationship, and also mentioned Baroness Liz Barker, with whom he had been
regularly in touch. He also thanked the Diversity Officer at party HQ for her diligence in reaching
out to Plus in advance of Trans Awareness Week to work together on events for the week. GS
thanked in particular Em Dean for their work on those events.

Plus has also launched a Councillors’ Network, which intends to be a safe space for LGBT+ activists
and candidates throughout the country to share experiences and ideas and offer moral support,
and help Plus to highlight good work going on beyond Westminster. GS thanked Terry Stacy for his
support on reaching out to councillors in the LGA’s network.



Pride events were largely stopped this year due to the CoVid-19 pandemic, but some online events
had been held, and Plus had run some events online to celebrate Pride season. The exec intended
to do more on this next year.

GS suggested that Plus had some important questions to answer in the forthcoming months on
how best to support LGBT+ candidates in the upcoming round of elections. He also flagged that
the exec were aware of some concerns around social media audits of candidates by the national
party, and the privacy impacts this might have particularly on LGBT+ candidates; he had met with
Baroness Suttie and Mark Pack on this, and would be reporting back to the exec on it, but had
been largely reassured about the intentions of this process.

GS mentioned the foundation of Scottish LGBT+ Liberal Democrats, which had been led by Fraser
Graham, and thanked Charley Hasted for their work on the Constitutional Amendment which had
been put to the AGM.

Lastly, GS noted that there was more work to do to reach out to and engage with as wide a
spectrum of society as possible. In particular he noted that Plus was not a particularly racially
diverse organisation, and hoped to work on changing this in the coming year.

There were no questions. The Chair’s report was accepted nem. con.

b. Secretary (AH)
AH reported that his work had largely centred around organising meetings, pulling together Plus’s
presence at conference, and otherwise supporting the organisation administratively.

There were no questions. The Secretary’s report was accepted nem. con.

c. Treasurer (ACR)
ACR explained that he had not submitted a written report owing to the much shorter time that he
had been in post (having been co-opted by the new exec after nobody was nominated for
Treasurer during the election process). Handover of accounts was proceeding, but transfer of bank
accounts etc was proving as slow as ever, not helped by the pandemic. ACR thanked his
predecessors, particularly Richard Flowers, his immediate predecessor, for their help.

ACR reported that as of the day before, Plus had just under £9,000 in the bank, as well as just over
£10,000 held across our PayPal accounts.

There were no questions. The Treasurer’s report was accepted nem. con.

d. Membership Secretary (JJSR)
JSR had nothing to add to her written report.

Andy Rimmer asked how many members Plus has, JSR reported that there had been 351 members
two days ago.

Fraser Graham asked about progress on the process of moving our membership database to
Prater Raines hosting. JSR explained that this was still ongoing, due to delays at Prater Raines end
in getting the new database established.

The Membership Secretary’s report was accepted nem. con.



e. Honorary Positions
AH noted that no reports had been submitted, but highlighted the presence of some of Plus’s
honorary office-holders (Layla Moran MP and Alex Cole-Hamilton MSP, though no longer Bernard
Greaves (see apologies)) on the agenda for the wider Winter Strategy Conference of which this
AGM was a part.

4. Consideration of Proposed Amendment to the Constitution
AH gave a pre-written speech submitted by Charley Hasted, principal author of the amendment.
CH thanked exec members and consultation respondents for their input to the process of writing
the amendment. The constitution had not been updated since 2015, so CH felt reconsideration of
the constitution was due.

CH explained that this amendment limited itself to changes which reflected current practice, and
changes which had been overwhelmingly supported in the consultation of our members. Some
ideas and suggestions which CH felt merited further consideration by the next exec included job
descriptions for exec roles, and the creation of new officer roles on the exec.

In arguing for the diversity representatives which the amendment would introduce, CH made the
point that some groups had not been well represented on the Plus exec in the past, and argued
that it was not reasonable to rely on luck for representation. They also hoped that this change
would help Plus to work together with other diversity groups in the party. In recognition of the
concern that these reps could dilute the voice of the democratically elected members of Plus’s
exec, requirements had been placed on reps from other diversity groups if they were to have
voting rights.

The amendment also changed the election rules, so that a Returning Officer would be appointed
from the outset of nominations, rather than only being engaged once elections were contested,
which CH suggested had contributed to last year’s delays in getting elections underway.

CH expressed their happiness that proposals for an access fund had found support in the
consultation, hoping that this would contribute to Plus’s broader efforts to help LGBT candidates
and activists.

Phillip Mackin (PM) asked whether the representatives of other organisations had to be members
of Plus to be eligible. AH responded that they did not. PM wondered if anything in the constitution
would preclude an organisation entitled to a rep from nominating someone who was already on
the Plus exec in another capacity. AH explained that whilst the Plus constitution did generally
require that exec members could only hold more than one position if those positions were
uncontested and their “double-hatting” had been approved by a 2/3rds vote of the AGM, this
amendment was giving other organisations the power to nominate representatives under their
own rules, so it was unlikely that our own constitutional rules would prevent them nominating an
existing exec member as their rep. GS underlined CH’s point about institutionalising and
legitimising advocacy on behalf of particular diversity strands, rather than relying on sheer luck and
placing a burden of advocacy on behalf of a particular characteristic on an individual exec member
who happens to have that characteristic.

The amendment was passed nem. con.



5. Approval of 2019 Accounts
There were no questions. The statement of 2019 accounts was accepted nem. con.

6. Determination of Annual Subscription
ACR explained that given the financial difficulties which were facing many people during the
CoVid-19 pandemic, the exec did not propose to increase the subscription. Existing rates were:

Standard (Annual) - £ 20.00
Standard (Quarterly) - £ 5.00
Standard (Monthly) - £ 2.00
Unwaged (Annual) - £ 5.00
Joint (Annual) - £ 30.00

These rates were approved for the year nem. con.

7. Election of Honorary Patron, President and Vice-Presidents
• Honorary Patron:

Bernard Greaves was re-elected nem. con.

• Honorary President:
Layla Moran MP was re-elected nem. con.

• Honorary Vice-Presidents:
Alex Cole-Hamilton MSP was re-elected nem. con.
Kirsty Williams MS was elected nem. con.
Rodney Berman was elected nem. con.
Richard Flowers was elected nem. con.
Jen Yockney was elected nem. con.
Josh Babarinde was elected nem. con.

8. Appointment of an Examiner of the Group’s Accounts for 2021
The executive nominated Matthew Green, who was approved by the meeting nem. con.

9. Close of Nominations for 2019 Executive Officers and Ordinary Members
Nominations were closed at this point in the meeting following a final call for any verbal
nominations.

Uncontested Positions:
Gareth Shelton was nominated for Chair and approved by the meeting nem. con.
Charley Hasted was nominated for Vice-Chair and approved by the meeting nem. con.
Andy Hinton was nominated for Secretary and approved by the meeting nem. con.
Alan Collins Rosell was nominated for Treasurer and approved by the meeting nem. con.
Jasmine Josephine Sakura-Rose was nominated for Membership Secretary and approved by the
meeting nem. con.

Contested Positions:
Caron Lindsay, Drew Heffernan, Em Dean, Jennie Rigg, John Grout, Lucy Tonge, Mathew Hulbert,
Natasha Chapman, Rob Kinnon-Brettle, and Tara Copeland were all nominated for Executive
Member. Since 10 candidates were nominated for a maximum of 7 positions, this would now go to
a contested election.



AH explained that the exec intended to appoint Neil Fawcett as Returning Officer for the elections,
and that there would now be a 2-week gap (required by our constitution) before ballots could go
out, both by email and by post (in the case of people who did not wish to be emailed). AH
expressed the hope that the election could be wrapped up before Christmas. [Historical note: On
the advice of the Returning Officer, this did not end up being the case; the RO wanted to allow a
longer voting window, as permitted by the Plus constitution, particularly for the benefit of the small
number of postal voters, given the slower postal services often experienced in the run up to
Christmas.]

10.Any Other Business
No other business had been formally submitted, but AH took contributions from the floor since
there was time available.

Kathy Grant (KG) asked, in light of the constitutional amendment passed, whether there was scope
for representation from other party bodies, recommending herself as a point of contact for ALDTU
(Association of Lib Dem Trade Unionists). AH responded that the amendment was aimed
specifically at diversity strands, but noted that GS had made it a goal of his Chairship to make
contact with other party bodies. KG noted that she had been a Unison rep in her time. GS reported
that he had recently written to almost every party body, and thanked Kathy for flagging herself up.

Jen Yockney wanted to welcome the reinvigoration of the exec, reflecting that it had come a long
way from the days when a rule had been necessary to ensure the presence of at least 2 women
among its members.

GS wanted to offer his thanks to outgoing exec members Stephen Lambert, Fraser Graham and
George Rice for their work over the course of the year.

The meeting closed at approximately 10:55 a.m.


